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In  this paper several polar 
d P 
2 3 8 3 6  
cap absorption events, fo r  
which simultaneous riometer data exist fo r  Thule, Greenland, and 
college, Alaska, are examined i n  detail i n  order t o  make a careflrl 
comparison of the r a t io  of absorption at  the two stations. In 
addition, comparison with other stations both t o  the  south and 
north of College is made. 
the polar cap into two regions. 
t o  the north of geomagnetic 65' (L = 5.5) ,  the progress of the 
PCA event is  dominated by the time variations of the solar 
part ic le  flux, and is essentially independent of the geomagnetic 
f i e ld  variations. 
usually found t o  be 0.8 or greater throughout the event. 
It is verified that one can divide 
I n  the first, including latitudes 
The ra t io  of absorption College/!l!hule is 
I n  the second sone, extending From geomagnetic lati tudes 
of about 64 depees down to about 55 degrees, the characteristics 
of the PCA are largely dominated by the influence of the  geo- 
magnetic field. 
storm value of the ra t io  Farewell/Thule is about 0.14. However, 
during the magnetic storm, t h e  ra t io  tends t o  approach unity. 
A t  King Salmon (L = 3.3) it is seldom possible t o  identif'y PCA 
prior t o  the magnetic storm, although the post-storm value of 
It is shown that at L = 4.3, the pre-magnetic 
3 
the ra t io  IUng Salmon/Thule may approach unity for  sufficiently 
large magnetic storms (maximum Dst 200 y ) .  
The results of t h i s  study are compared w i t h  sa te l l i t e  
studies of the solar particles and with the theoretical calcula- 
t ions  of the absorption expected *om protone with given 
exponential r igidi ty  spec$ra [Webber(’); 
results lead t o  the deduction of an effective cutoff at 
These 
College of the order of 30 MeV or less,  as has been observed 
directly by sa te l l i t es  i n  a small number of events. 
I n  the present work, the magnetic act ivi ty  is characterized 
by Dst. 
(the outer ring), the prestorm cutoffs are apparently restored 
It is found that, i n  the second zone of PCA act ivi ty  
a t  a greater Dst value than that correspnding t o  onset of the 
cutoff reduction at the beginning of the storm. 
may be interpreted i n  terms of a progressive softening of the 
proton spectrum as the eventprogresses. 
The effect 
1 
4 
A study of cosmic noise absorption data f r o m  stations 
well separated i n  lati tude should contribute t o  an understanding 
of the effect  of the geomagnetic f ie ld  on the bombbarding solar 
particles, which cause t h e  phenomenon of polar cap absorption. 
The present paper extends the catalogs of PCA events by 
presenting detailed graphs of absorption of cosmic noise for 
several events not previously discussed i n  detai l  i n  the 
literature. These events are then examined primarily i n  terms 
of the influence of magnetic activity on the flux of par t ic les  
incident at  polar cap and sub-polar cap stations. 
The riometer records discussed refer t o  cosmic noise 
absorption measured with broad-beaned, vertically-directed, 
three element Yagi antennas at  a frequency of 5.6 k/8, 
located at  Thule, Barrow, Ft. Yukon, College, Farewell, and 
Eng Salmon (see T&le I). The absorption i n  decibels is  given 
by 
A (db) = -10 loglo p P 
0 
where P is the cosmic noise parer  received, while Po is the 
expected noise power under quiet ionoEpheric conditions a t  the 
same sidereal time. This wide beam absorption value which is 
h 5 
used i n  t h i s  study may be converted to  the vertical, ' l ine-  
integral '  of absorption by using the detailed polar diagram of 
the antenna. A fair approximation is that  the absorption per 
unit vert ica l  column is about 70& i n  magnitude of the  wide 
beam absorption i n  db. 
t o  the accuracy of the  wide beam absorption data above about 
15 db; for example, 8 nominal value of about 20 db may be i n  
error by as much as 3 db. 
There are also inherent limitations 
A major problem i n  interpreting PCA data is the  possible 
coexistence of absorption due t o  auroral particles. 
i s  not important at  mule, but becomes severe for the Alaskan 
stations located close to  the auroral zone. The sudden-onset, 
short duration auroraJ- events are readily identifiable on the 
original data. 
auroral events are more difflcult t o  separate from the PCA. 
We have adopted the rule-of-thunib that the PCA contribution is 
represented by the minimum value of absorption recorded over a 
several hour period-such apol icy  is the safest when discussing 
rat ios  of absorption as i n  this paper. 
This problem 
However, the long-duration, slowly varying 
Two other characteristic features of PCA must be recognized 
i n  the present study. First, E A ' S  show strong recoveries during 
the night hours, a result of increased electron attachment i n  the  
, 
6 
absence of sunlight. 
solar zenith angles of 88 t o  92 degrees, while the morning 
increase begins at about 102 degrees. 
essentially reached by a zenith angle of about 85 degrees. 
Whether or not one can make a reasonable interpolation of the 
PCA across the nighttime recovery depends on several factors, 
including the inherent ra te  of change of the solar cosmic ray 
flux. 
comparisons made i n  this paper. 
recweries are indicated in  the figures by dark underlines. 
The nighttime recovery usually sets  i n  at 
Daytime equilibrium is 
I n  general, we have not used the nighttime periods i n  the 
The periods of nighttime 
The second feature i s  the presence of midw recoveries 
of absorption during some events at stations close t o  the outer 
boundary of the polar cep region. Leinba~h'~)  has interpreted 
these recoveries as a local time dependent increase of effective 
cutoff r igidi ty  of the solar particles near the edge of the polar 
cap zone. (See also Bailey'L' for a sumnary of t h i s  phenomenon. 1 
If t h i s  interpretation is correct, midday recoveries properly 
belong i n  the context of this  pager; however, we have chosen 
not t o  discuss them i n  detail here. 
I-\ 
The graphs accompanying the individual events discussed 
below contain, beside t h e  PCA data, the Dst curves showing the 
history of the magnetic activity during the period. The times 
. 
I 
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of occurrence of magnetic sudden commencements are also indicated 
by vertical l ines i n  the  figures. 
readily available, we have, following the suggestion of Akaaofi, 
derived a rough measure of the same by combining the magnetic 
data (H c q o n e n t )  from the low latitude stations of San Juan 
and Honolulu. A certain amount of residual diurnal variation 
is still  evident i n  some of these curves. However, these 
curves obtained from the two stations certainly give a fair 
measure of'the gross changes i n  the equatorial ring current. 
For the July 1959 events we have taken the accurate Dst values 
O f  Abasofu and chapman (4) Dst is generally considered t o  
be 8 measure of the  ring current. 
w i l l  affect the cutoff r igidit ies,  Dst should be a useful 
parameter i n  studying t he  latitude of' the PCA boundary. We 
note, however, that  Akasofu and I I ~ ( ' )  have shown that  the 
ring current done cannot explain the observed cutoffs 
solar protons. 
For events where Dst was not 
Because the ring current 
for 
. 
I 
8 
Out of 20 representative PCA events during the period 
March 23, 1958-0ctober 2, 1961 [ Leinbach (3)] only about half  
have sufficient data for  any useful inter-comparison between 
stations. 
flares assumed t o  have been the source of the protons. 
We have not given detailed comments about the  solas 
Identifi- 
cations of the most probable f lares  for  each event can be found 
i n  the list of Warwick and Haurwitz(6), for  example. The 
important events are described below. 
March 23, 1958 (Figure 1) 
The polar cap absorption became pronounced only after onset 
of a weak magnetic storm (1540, March 25; probable associated 
flare was of hportance 3 on eastern limb, 1005 March 23). The 
rat io  WUege/Ft. Yukon was essentially constant throughout the 
event, a t  0.9 or higher. 
VHF scatter data obtained by Bailey(2) [private 
communication] from very high lati tude paths indicate that  the 
flux of particles was relatively sma,ll prior t o  the SC on 
March 25, and increased markedlythereafter. 
contrast t o  Webber'~'~) conclusion of a reduction i n  cutoff 
Thus, i n  
at  College and Ft. Yukon following the SC, we favor the 
9 
interpretation that the sudden increase of PCA was caused by an 
increase of' f lux  i n  the solar beam. 
A pronounced daytime recovery was observed a t  both Ft. Yukon 
and College on 25 March, during the i n i t i a l  phase of the  magnetic 
storm. Since no riometer data are available from a very high 
latitude station, no conclusions can be drawn with respect t o  
the probable cutoff energy a t  College for t h i s  event. 
A p r i l  10, 1958 (Figure 2) 
No known flare activity was associated with t h i s  event, 
which occurred during an extended period of magnetic quiet. 
College/Ft . Yukon rat io  was about 0.7 throughout the event . 
The ra t io  during the niidday recovery wa8 also about 0.7, d o w i n g  
for the presence of some propagated interference, plus some 
additional absorption due t o  a solar flare associated ScmA during 
the peak of the midday recovery- 
The 
July 7, 19% (Egure 3) 
This event, associated with a f flare, followed 31 hours 
!Q l a t e r  by a large magnetic storm (SC 0748 UT, July 8; l&x 
reached 90, Max Dst 350 gammas) enables us t o  compare the absorp- 
t ion within the normal polar cap and t he  outer ring zone. 
The apparent earlier onset of recovery of absorption at 
College, following the SC, is due t o  the par t ia l  nighttinre 
10 
recovery. 
recovery phase, and remained constant throughout the main phase 
h of the magnetic storm up t o  a t  least  12 July 10. 
the rat io  apparently decreased. 
which was l ess  than 15% of t h a t  at College before the SC 
(0748 July 8, 1 9 8 )  started rising an hour before SC and reached 
the College level a f ie r  the storm began. 
comparable t o  that a t  College for the rest of the  event. 
salmon, which showed no PCAbefore the sudden commencement, also 
recorded strong PCA during the magnetic storm. 
The College/Thule ra t io  was about 0.8 during the 
Afterwards, 
The absorption a t  Farewell, 
The absorption is 
King 
Even allowing for the effect of the nighttim recovery, 
the onset of absorption a t  King Salmon was retarded compared with 
Farewell. 
absorption maximized. Correcting for  the nighttime recovery, 
the equivalent daytime value of absorption was probably about 
16 db by Xi$ UT July 8, well before maximum of t'ne Dst. BUUUW 
ing the midday recovery on July 8-9, the equivalent daytime 
absorption at 06 July 9 was probably st i l l  close t o  that  
observed at Thule. 
negligible amounts by 00 July 10, a t  2 time when Dst was still 
greater than 100 y ,  and more than 2 6b zbsorption was being 
observed at Thule. 
It is difficult  to  ascertain when the King Salmon 
n-.r 1 --- 
h 
The absontion a t  King Salmon decreased t o  
h 
This event is a clear example of the sh i f t  of the lower 
border o f t h e  polar cap region during a magnetic storm, as a 
result of lowered cutoffs during the storm. 
A u g u s t  16, 1958 (Figure 4) 
The PCA data from mule are incomplete, and missing from 
However, the Barrow registrations show the temporal 
No significant absorption was 
College. 
variations over the polar cap. 
seen a t  King Salmon, even during the magnetic storm. Thus the 
boundary of the FCA region remained north of 57" geomagnetic, 
throughout the event. 
Farewell showed about 14& of the absorption a t  B a r r o w  
prior t o  the magnetic storm. 
that the absorption a t  Farewell actually decreased slightly 
while the absorption a t  Barrow was still increasing. 
have resulted f r o m  a relative depletion of particles i n  the solar 
beam above the Farewell cutoff. 
There appears t o  be some evidence 
This could 
If the observed day/night ra t io  of about 4 a t  Barraw 
was also applicable a t  Farewell, the daytime equivalent of the 
absorption increase obsented at the beginning of the magnetic 
storm should have been about 7 db, close t o  the interpolated 
daytime absorption a t  Barrow. The absorption a t  Farewell then 
decreased, until at 14 A u g u s t  17 the daytjme equivalent value h 
I -  I2 
was l ess  than 1.5 db, compared with the corresponding value of 
about 5 db a t  Barrow. We cannot be certain what percentage of 
h h the absorption a t  Farewell between 18 A u g u s t  17 and 06 
August 18 should be attributed t o  the solar particles. 
Solar comic rays were detected on the high lati tude 
passes of the sa t e l l i t e  Explorer IV early i n  the event a t  1115 
and 1315 August 16 and again on the next passes at 1100 and 
1300 August 17, about 4 and 6 hours af ter  the SC, respectively 
[Rothwell and McIlwain(8)] The ra t io  of the counting rates 
of the unshielded t o  the shielded Geiger tubes (proton cutoffs 
of about 30 an8 40 MeV, respectively) increased from 1 t o  almost 
3 between the first and second pairs of observations. 
of the mounting evidence that effective cutoffs are very much 
reduced from the dipole values, it now appears safe to assme 
that  a t  t h e  latitudes a t  which these ratios were detemined, 
the geomagnetic cutoff was well below the instrumentai cutoffs 
of the Geiger tubes. Hence the change of ra t io  was most 
probably caused by a relative depletion of protons above 
40 MeV (equivalent t o  saying that the spec%rum steepened with 
time). 
of absorption noted at FaxeweU. between L4 August 16 and 
Oah August 17. 
In view 
This conclusion is  consistent with the slight decrease 
h 
13 
August 21, 1958 (figure 5) 
This weak event with data missing from mule and College 
before the  SC (0227 August 22, Max Kp reached 6-) had same 
unusual features. Bc7rrow shared weak pre-SC absorption and 
then appreciable post-SC increase, which could be attributed 
to the arrival of l o w  energybeam following the SC rather than 
t o  a change of cutoff. 
of absorption at the time of SC followed by a large i n i t i a l  
phase decrease, before reaching the post-SC maximum of absorption 
of about 4 db. 
were missing due t o  instrument calibration. 
at College could be interpreted as an increase i n  the cutoff 
values with i n i t i a l  field campression [Ortner e t  L L . ( ~ ) ]  followed 
by a recovery of cutoff t o  the i n i t i a l  or a s l ight ly  lowered 
value d w n g  the magnetic storm main phase. 
register anypre-SC abSGrptiOn and the post-SC absorption 
starts about 2 hours after the SC. Thus the lowering in cutoff 
at  Farewell was delayed unt i l  the main phsre was w e l l  underway. 
The College/Wmw rat io  was about unity during the main phase 
whereas the Farewell/College ra t io  was 0.5. 
College data showed a 5 minute increase 
Unfortunately, the Barrow data for  t h i s  period 
The t i m e  variations 
Farewell did not 
14 
+ 
The time of onset of t h i s  event (associated flare 3 , 
magnetic storm SC a t  0140, A p t  24) could not be determined due 
t o  the presence of a solar noise storm. 
clearly i n  progress by 18 
maximum occurred a t  about 22 on August 22. Anderson 
observed by balloon-borne counters the presence of solar protons 
of energy > 100 VeV a t  15Xh on August 22, with a maximum flux 
between 1600 and lg00 , and a continuous decrease thereafter. 
These particles completely disappeqzed before t h e  pre-SC 
maximum of about 8 db was observed a t  Thule, Barrow, and College 
at 2200 on 22 August. 
pre-SC absorption maximum must have had energies < 100 MeV. 
RothweU. and McIlwain(8) f rom Brplorer IV data deduced a 
constant rata0 of about 3 for the unshielded t o  shielded 
counter at 095 and 1115 o n w $ 2 3 .  Fron! t h i s  as well as 
Anderson's results, it may be assumed that by that time the 
spectrum was nearly constant, rich i n  low energy par t ic les  
( < 40 &V) w,d deficient i n  protons of energies greater than 
100 MeV. 
However, the  event was 
h on August 22 and the pre-SC absorption 
h (10 1 
h 
h Hence the particles responsible for  the 
The nighttime recovery during the early part  of August 23 
at Thule (about 0130 t o  osooh), at Barrow (about 0630 t o  1430h) 
. 
and a t  College (about 0530 t o  1430h) complicate the study of the 
pre-SC phase of the event. However, from 18 t o  23 on August 23, 
both Thule and Barrow reveal an average absorption of about 6 db, 
whereas College shows about 4 db, giving a College/!Fhule ra t io  
of 0.7. 
was very soft a t  this time. But a l l  the stations register about 
6 db just  before the SC at  O14Oh on 24 August. 
alternate possibility that  the midday recovery phenomenon was 
responsible for the  lower value a t  College during the period 
18 t o  22 August 23. 
h h 
One might interpret t h i s  ra t io  t o  mean that the spectrum 
This leads t o  the 
h 
The increase of absorption a t  Thule following the SC a t  
0140 August  24 came during a nighttime recuvery. 
able correction for the effect of the nighttime recovery, based 
on the day/night r a t i s  of 1.5 for the previous recovery, the 
equivalent daytine absorption f o r  the post-SC increase is 
estimated as 10 db. 
increase of the flux of low energy particles i n  the solar beam. 
Barrow data were missing during the first pa r t  of the post-SC 
increase, because of instrument calibration. 
increase there reached a t  leas t  10 dib. 
Making reason- 
This increase probably represented an 
However, t he  
The post-SC increase 
was also outstanding at  College. In fact, the 20 db absorption 
h recorded a t  College a t  about 03 August 24 is  anomalously ,high 
. 
l6 
compared with the estimated PCA at Thule of 10 db. The explana- 
t ion for the much greater absorption at College is not clear, 
although auroral absorption m y  have been present during this  
period. By 04 the absorption had decreased t o  the pol- cap 
value of about 10 db; throughout the  rest of the  event, College 
recorded essentially ful l  polar cap values of absorption. 
h 
The d i s t i n c t  change of cutoff at the lower latitudes 
fo lhdng  the SC Can be clearly seen f’rom a canparison of the  
absorption at Farewell with that at College. L i t t l e ,  i f  any, 
PCA waa recorded at Farewell prior t o  the magnetic storm. By 
04 August 24, the absorption at Farewell was nearly equal t o  
that at College, with a ratio Farewell/College of 0.9 or mre. 
No significant increase of absorption was noted a t  King 
h 
Salmon until about 90 minutes after the SC. 
original riameter records indicate t h a t  at least part of the 
absorption wa8 auroral in  nature. 
possible PCA recorded at King Salmon could not have exceeded 
about 6 db, ccanpared with about 10 db at College at  the stme 
time. 
during t h i s  event. 
Even then, the 
In  any case, tne maximum 
Thus the  cutoff reduction at Ung Salmon was not complete 
h Cutoffs were being restored towards normal before 16 
August 24. A t  that time, King Salmon recorded no PCA, and 
Farewell about 1 db maximu, compared with 3 db at College, 
Barrow, and Thule. 
A u g u s t  24 shows an increase of 25% in  the ra t io  of unshielded 
t o  the shielded counter, compared t o  the ra t io  24 hours earlier 
(and hence before the SC) [Rothwefl and M~Ilwain(~)] This 
indicates a sma l l  relative depletion of protons of energy 
greater than 40 MeV as the  event progressed. 
this event seem8 comparable t o  a later one on Septeniber 28, 
1961, where the low energy flux dominated the event except 
&=i~g  the initial phase [Bryan t  e t  al. 
An Explorer IV pass at about l l O O h  on 
I n  many respects, 
(u); Leinbach (3 ), . 
August 26, 1958 (Figure 6) 
This event was associated With a flare of importance 3 
and a magnetic storm on August 27 with two -SC's closely 
following one another (0243 and 0303 ); K reached a 
P 
maximum of 70. 
t o  SC shared the presence of protons dawn t o  40 MeV. 
College/Thule ra t io  at  that  time was approximately unity and 
hence it is  clear that there was no cutoff greater than 40 MeV 
aperating at College. The FareweU/College r a t io  changed fram 
about 0.14 before SC t o  about 0.7 af ter  SC, sharing the lowering 
o f t h e  cutoff at Farewell as a consequence of the storm. Pro- 
nounced i n i t i a l  phase decreases i n  absorption occurred at both 
h . 
The Explorer N data from about 18 hours prior 
The 
end RwmmlI. [Ortner et a l . 0 ( ~ ) 1 ~  Both of these stations 
alw shomd a pronounced 
26 August. No pre-SC absorption wa8 seen at  King salmon, and 
it is hard t o  decide whether the emall increase observed during 
the W t t i m e  recovery on the 27th at King Salmon w8b due to an 
auroraZ type of abtwrption or to PCA One can see similar 
increases of absorption at the stme time at Farewell arkd College, 
but not at Barrow. 
were probably of the  auroral eone type. The slight increase in 
the ra t io  of the unshielded to aieldeb counter in E5rplorer IV, 
f'ran 18 hours prlor t o  the SC to 5 hours after SC indicates 
again [RothmeU and McIlwa5n 
greater than 40 ~ e v  tld the event progressed. 
recmeqr i n  absorption on 
Hence the increases at the three stationa 
( 8 )  1 a relative depletion of protons 
Marked fluctuations i n  intensity can be seen clearly at 
Thule durlng tbe Initla3 psrt of the FCA. A reasonable exphna- 
tion is a change i n  the @=!&I! p ~ % n n  iatensitr vith time. 
c48e8, v i t h  correspondence i n  fluctuations between the high 
latitude 6tat;ions have also been obserped. 
of the primary beam of solar protons ham been detected i n  inter- 
planetary space by atigerr tube0 on Mariner N during the proton 
event of February 5, 1965 [Van Allen, private cormnunication]o 
Other 
Sfmilnl. f luctua~onlr  
This unusuallylong duration event observed at  Thule, 
BarrOW, College, and King Salmon was associated w i t h  a 3+ flare, 
and accolqpanied by a magnetic storm with SC at 2329 May U 
(nax. K 8'). Although no pre-SC absorption was seen at  King 
Salmon, a smaU incl'ease occurred 3 hours after SC. One may 
infer  that the cutoff was slightly lowered, but nowhere near 
the polar cap value. 
after the SC is evident i n  the College data; a less pronounced 
decrease may also have occurred at  Barrow. 
P 
An i n i t i a l  phase decrease immediately 
Since the College/Thule ra t io  was close t o  unity both 
before and af te r  SC, up to  about 18h May 12, either the changes 
i n  cutoff at College during the storm were of no consequence 
or the minimum particle energy was essentially above the college 
cutoff. 
May 13, t o  0.7 by Zh May 13, and f inal ly  reaching its minimum 
value of 0.5 at about 18h Ma,y 14, An increase in  t h e  ratio,  to 
8 maximum value of 0.75 by 18 Mey 15, coincided with the onset 
of the slight increase of DBt i n  the period 12h &y 16 t o  
The ra t io  C/T then slowljj decreased, t o  0.8 by 06h 
h 
mh b y  170 
Thus it is probable that tlie cutoff was slightly redued 
at College during the latter period of increased w e t i c  
20 
activlty. 
the Dst maximum at 06h May 16 may again be due t o  a continued 
softening of the proton spectrum with time. 
few events where the College/Thule r a t io  decreased t o  a value 
of 0.5. It is thus necessary t o  conclude that af ter  12 May13, 
particles with energy l m r  than the College cutoff were present 
The fact  that the rat io  C/T was again decreasing before 
This is one of the 
h 
i n  considerable numbers. 
The data from King Salmon (L = 3.3) show thct the maXimtrm 
PCA there did not exceed 3 db (at about 04h, May U?), campared 
with the eoncurrent value of 18 db wer the polar cap. 
Norwegian data [Ekiksen e t  al.(12)] from Trondheh (L = 4.5) 
indicate that  the ?CA attained the full polar cap value 
following the magn5tic stom onset. 
(L = 3.5), the PCA apparently did not exceed 3 db. 
there is evidence for a miiiday recoveiy at  TrondhEim, w5ich 
would have also preventecl Kjeller f r o m  attaining the Ilraximum 
The 
Further south, at Qel ler  
H o m e r ,  
(13 1 possible PCA for  i t s  latitude. Winckler a~id  Bhasrsu 
reported a, sieeakle increase of the flux of protons > 100 MeV 
a t  Minneapolis (L = 3.3) follo.xing t3e SC. T3eEs facts  could 
be interpreted t o  mean that  during the magnetic storm the 
cutoff at  L = 3.3 was reduced, possibly to less than 100 MeV, 
but not enough to allow the  lower energy protons which were 
giving the greatest fraction of the polar cap absorption. 
July 10, 1954 (Figure 8) 
This event (associated flares 2+ and 3+, magnetic storm 
SC at 1625 on July U) is an example of 
absorption with an associated weak magnetic storm. 
range of the mule riometer during t h i s  period was limited t o  
about 12 db, preventing accurate scaling of the data for absorp- 
t ion i n  excess of 10 db. 
m u e s  of absorption, should also be viewed with caution, due 
t o  local interference. 
and pronounced midday recoveries. 
very weak absorption increases, early on the Uth ,  l2th, and 1%’ 
The magnetic storm was very weak, 8s indicated by the ring 
current measure Dst, which registered only about 25-30 y 
strong polar cap 
The dymnic 
The Barrow data, especially for large 
The College data show both nig3ttime 
King Salmon exhibits only 
~ C A k a s o f U a n d c h a p m a n  (41, 
This event (associated flare re f> is an exBzIplle of 
association of strong PCA and an titense magnetic storm. 
reached a maximum value of well Over 400 y followi% the 
magnetic sturm SC at 0803’ on July 15. The residual polar cap 
absorption fram the previous event s t i l l  measured over 4 db at 
College at the time of the onset of this event. King SaJmon 
showed less than a tenth of the  absorption at College a t  04h 
DBt 
22 
Julyl5, before the SC, but reached very nearly the full p o w  
cap value after the SC. 
gradual restoration of the cutoff a t  King Salmon corresponded 
t o  much higher d u e s  OY Dst than those a t  the onset of the 
post-SC absorption. 
showed no absorption at all, while the polar cap d u e  was 
s t i l l  about 5 db. 
It should be pointed out that the 
By the early par t  of the 16th King Salmon 
The College/Thule ra t io  remained almost unity throughout 
the r ecmryphase  of the event, which implies that the cutoff 
effects due t o  the changing ring current w e r e  unimportant a t  
College, relative t o  spectral and flux variations. 
July 16, 1959 (Figure 10) 
+ 2ie July 16, 1959 event, with an associated flare at  3 
and a magnetic storm with SC a t  l;gh on July 17, was the 
hut of this series of three events. 
only one ten th  of the  absorption a t  College before the SC. 
King Salmon registered 
A midday recovery a t  King Salmon reduced what otherwise 
would have been a large post-SC increase of absomtion. 
midday recovery was also observed at College. King Salmon 
eventually did reach a near polar cap value of about 13 db 
around OSh July 18. By the 14h July 18, King Salmon 
registered about 1 db compared with 6 db a t  College. 
This 
The 
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college/Thule ra t io  was generally about unity as l a t e  as the 
2ls t ,  and hence it is clear t h a t  the cutoff did not dominate 
the situation at College. During the midday recovery on the 
B t h ,  at about 1800h, the College/!Phule ra t io  was about .85. 
The balloon flights of Anderson an& hremark (14) shows that 
protons of energy greater than 90 MeV were arriving a t  the earth 
more than 9 days af ter  the original flare. 
of the riameter data fo r  the events of May and July 1359 have 
been discussed elsewhere [Reid and Leinbach(15); Leinbach and 
Same other aspects 
Reid (la]. 
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S'UhMRY, DISCUSSION, AND CxlNcLUsIONS 
The events discussed i n  t h i s  paper are representative 
examples of the many PCA events observed by riameters since 
19!j". 
since only meager satellite data, or none at a l l ,  are available 
t o  f ix  the cutoff energy at  College. 
interpretation i s  the r a t io  of the observed absorption at 
College t o  that a t  Thule. 
on both random and systematic errors i n  the absorption derived 
for either station. A detailed discussion by Leinbach 
shows tha t  the maxirmgll possible errors do not exceed lo$ t o  
2046 for moderate values of absorption, sw 2 t o  10 db. 
The events discussed here are particularly interesting 
The essential basis of our 
The acmracy of t h i s  ra t io  depends 
( 3  1 
One must also recognize that periods of auroral absorption 
a t  College increase the ratio of C/T over that  due to the  polar 
cap C;UIlbI ---A-a'L.-~a,.- .LLVUb4.U&. aL9a.e -1-n --I-- Q 4 m i l a r l i r -  I the nizhttime decrease of 
absorption at  either station leads to  anomalous ratios of the 
polar cap absorption. 
I n  t h i s  study, we have used the ra t io  C/T f o r  thos, times 
when (a) both stations- sunlit, and (b) there was no evidence 
of pronounced auro-ral absoqtion a t  College. I n  addition, i f  the 
a u r o r a  absorption contribution cculd be estimated (for example, 
because of i t s  t i m e  structure), we have taken the underlying 
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steady level of absorption to  represent the PCA contribution, and 
used those values t o  determine the ra t io  C/T. 
The rat ios  C/T fo r  three events best suited for comparison 
are given i n  Figure 11. An example of the scatter t o  be expected 
in  the hourly rat ios  C/T for  the averaQe event with l o w  t o  
moderate auroral activity at College is seen i n  Figure U. 
Figures 11B and 1 1 C  show the p l o t s  of the ra t ios  C/T for  two 
m e  events discussed in  this  paper, after allowance has been 
made for  the  presence of auroral absorption and nighttime 
recovery. One should note t h a t  the correction for  the auroral 
absorption actually lowers the ra t io  C/T. 
we derive below concerning the  low effective cutoff energy a t  
College is based on the minimum probable values of the r a t io  
C/T 
Thus the  concbsions 
The present study leads to the following generalizations: 
The ra t io  C/T is relatively independent of Cne rirs (a) 
current, as measured by Dst* The ra t ios  C/T were always greater 
than 0.5, and usua-lly exceeded 0.8, even during the recwery 
phase of the events. 
(b) 
Fa;rewell and King Salmon (2 and 7 degrees south of College, 
respectively) was closely corinected with the magnetic activity, 
The presence of polax cap absorgtion at the stations of 
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a6 mawed by Dst. 
cap value of absorption only i n  those storms which eventually 
I n  general, Farewell reached the  fu l l  polar 
attained maxi-mum Dst values of 100 y or more, and similarly, 
King Sa3mon for maximinn Dst valuesin exzess cf 200 y .  FGr 
storms ~ o s e  ~aximum value of Dst was less  than 200 y ,  the  
t i m e  of the maximum value of polar cap absorption at  King 
Sslmon corresponded azproxbately with the t i m e  of maximm 
Dst 
(c 1 The value of Dst at the time of the magnetic storm increase 
of polar cap absorption at Farewell and King SaJmon was smaller 
than the Dst values at the time when the absorption recovered t o  
its prestorm value. 
I n  the discussion below, we first give the theoretical 
interpretation of the ra t io  C/T. We then exmine the abuve 
points i n  detail, relative t o  the t h e ~ r e t i e d .  Y- + ~ A ~  YYYJ,  Emd to the 
findings of other investigators. 
Theoretical values of the rat io  of abscrption at  College 
t o  that a t  Thule c m  be estimated by (a) assunin@; the s h q e  of 
the energy spectrum, (b) taking the Thule cutoff t o  be zero, 
and (c) assumirg that the inherent cutaff i n  the solar flux of 
particles is of the order of 1 MeV or less. "he l a s t  assumption 
. 
is not directly defensible from the riometer data alone. How- 
ever, none of the proton events studied with low energy (% MeV 
or less) proton detectors on board sa te l l i t es  and space probes 
have shown inherent cutoffs i n  the beam greater than the 
instrumental cutoff. 
particles means tha t  the low energy particles do not arrive unt i l  
after the high energy particles. 
particles during the i n i t i a l  phase of the event would tend t o  
raise the ra t io  C/T t o  unity.) 
(Of course, the velocity dispersion of the 
This absence of the low energy 
The details of the calculation of absorption from a given 
spectrum are discussed i n  a number of papers, a usefUl summary 
of which is given by Bailey'2'. We make use of Bailey's 
Figure 3 (reproduced here 8s Figure 12) i n  which he gives the 
calculated total absorption for four different exponential 
r igidi ty  Apectra. Further on, we show that the alternate 
asamption that the spectrum is a p m r  law in energy 6oes no% 
change our basic conclusion about the significance of the 
rat io  C/T. 
of the spectral law, protons of energies as l o w  as 5 MeV make 
a significant contribution to  the to t a l  absorption i n  any case 
where the spectrum is still rising at  the l o w  energies. It is 
also instructive t o  note that for a perfectly f la t  spectrum 
(equal flux of particles $t each energy), the maximum contribution 
In  this connection it is noteworthy that, regardless 
t o  the absorption is from 30 MeV protans, or  120 MeV alphas 
[Van Allen, Lint and Leinbach (IT)]. 
hwn Bailey' s curves one can find the amount of absorptian 
expected for any given cutoff energy far the specific profiles 
presented. If the s p e c t m  does not change i n  shape, but only 
i n  the t o t a l  m b e r  of particles, then the absorption at two 
different flux levels, but with the same! cutoff, am? related 
Siaa>lY by 
where Jo is characteristic of the in tegra l  exponential rigid.ity 
spectrum: 
[e.g., BaXLey(*)I. Thus one can easily scale the absorption 
corresponding t o  desired Jo values, for fnose spectra with Po 
lrE&Jlaes lM@- by Wiley. 
Table I1 gives the  cutoff energies corresponding t o  &en 
va3ues of the ratio of absorption a t  a station with cutoff Ec 
t o  that at  a station with zero cutoff energy (as assumed for 
Thule, Greenland). 
by Po = 45, 65, 140, and 280 MV, respectively, probebly. en- 
compass the range of most solar proton events. Spectra as hard 
The four spectra used by Bailey, characterized 
as that characterized by Po = 280 MV (May 4, 1960) are rare, and 
with the possible exception of the first hours of an event, 
most Pt% evefits are better characterized by values of 
z0 < 150 MV [Freier and Webber(18)]. Calculations of absorption 
based on model spectra are known t o  be uncertain insofar as the 
rate processes of recombination i n  the lower almosphere are only 
imperfectly understood. An indication of the extent of uncer- 
tainty maybe seen by reference t o  a similar se t  of calculations 
due to Webber"), as summarized i n  Table 111. 
Comparing the cutoff energies l i s t ed  i n  Table I1 for given 
ratios C/T with the actual polar cap data, it becomes apparent 
that  the cutoff a t  College must normally be 35 MeV or less,  and 
often as low as 10 MeV (since C/T 1 0.5 and usually is closer 
t o  .g) .  
For the sake of i l lustration, we have used calculations 
based on an exponential r igidity Qectrum. 
of the possible spectra would be a power law i n  energy. 
t h i s  type of spectrum, the relative numbers of l o w  energy 
particles are increased over that  specified by t h e  exponential 
spectrum. 
markedly decrease the rat io  C/T i f  College has any cutoff 
other than zero. Thus the observed high ra t ios  C/T would of 
necessity imply a wry low cutoff at College for a power law 
The other extreme 
For 
The net effect on the absorption would be t o  
spectrum. This aspect of power lew spectra was pointed out 
long ago by Bailey(1g). [See also B i e r  and Webber (18) 
Figore 13.1 
From the above discussion, we can conclude that r e m -  
less  of whether the actual spectrum is best described by an 
exponential r igidi ty  spectrum o r  by a power law spectrum or  by 
any reasonable intermediate type of spectrum, the observed 
high values of the rat ios  C/T imply that the effective cutoff 
energy a t  College for protons is 35 MeV or less .  
It is apparent that a high ra t io  C/T ( > 0.8) and the - 
independence of the course of the PCA at College on Dst are 
self-consistent facts. For i f  College observed essentially 
the full polar cap intensity of particles before a magrtetic 
storm, then no further increase of f lux  relative t o  the polar 
value could follow during the storm. 
Our conclusion that  the  College cutoff usually is l e s s  
than 35 & V i s  also consistent with t h e  direct measurements of 
solar protons made by Explorer VI1 during 1960. Akasofu, 
Van Allen, and Lin(X)), for exaqle, plotted Lmin (the value 
of L at the knee of the proton intensity vs L curves) aa a 
flmction of the U parameter [Kertz (=)I, a measure similar 
t o  Dst. !The instrumental cutoff of the lowest energy Geiger tube 
. 
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used i n  their work was 30 MeV. For thie  effective cutoff, it 
wa8 found that the knee value & wa8 about 5.7, extrapolating 
the experimental c m  t o  U = 0 y. Since the L value of College 
is 5.5, one concludes that Dst should therefore have no 
influence on the flux of particles of energies greater than 
30 MeV incident over College. Observations of the  proton 
events of July 1$1 have shown directly that the College cutoff 
m a ~ r  be 88 low as 0.5 MeV fMaehlum snd O'Brien 
From the study of' Akamfi e t  al. 
(221, , 
is reduced t o  ' Lmin (20) 
4.3 ( c o r r e s p o n a  t o  ~ r g . r e w e ~ )  h e n  u kr XLO 7, while bn of 
3.3 (corresponding t o  ~ i n g  Salmon) requires u 190 yo  gain, 
these values of U are consistent with our observation that f'ull 
polar cap absorption ie not reached at  Farewell unless Dst 
reaches at  leas t  100 y, while Dst of at least 200 y is rewed 
t o  produce Full polar cap intensity of absorption at ;salmon. 
I n  making a quantitative conparison of the results of 
Akasof'u et  al. 
t o  account for  the relative contribution of protons of energies 
with the actual absorption, one would have 
less than 30 MeV to  the absorption. 
Leinbach 
indm important, by direct camparison of Explorer VIJ data with 
Van Allen, Lin, and 
have shown that these low energy particles are 
riasPeter data, 
. 
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An estimate of the change i n  cutoff at Fa;reweU. between 
quiet conditions and very disturbed conditions can be extrapolated 
from Table II. Prior t o  magnetic activity, Farewell generally 
exhibits about 0.14 of t h e  value of absorption at Thule. Thus 
the proton cutoff energy for  Farewell cannot be l e s s  than about 
50 MeV, even for the steepest spectrum, and probably lies closer 
t o  100 t o  200 MeV. 
sti l l  appreciably below the dipole cutoff value of 262 MeV. 
Note that this estimated pre-storm value is 
On the other hand, Farewell shows eesentially full polas 
cap absorption when the  magnetic activity reaches values of 
- 100-150 gannnrt. Thus at  theee times the cutoff must be Dst 
reduced t o  well below 30 MeV, i n  accord with Akasofu, Lin, and 
Van Allen's (20) ear l ie r  deduction 
King Salmon does not show hill polar cap intensity of 
absorption unless the magnetic storm eventually obtains a Dst 
value of at  leas t  200 gamnas. 
true regardless of the value of Dst a t  the time when the 
absorption begins, which can be mch less than 200 g-m 
The significance of this fact i s  no+, clear. 
This statement appeazs t o  be 
However, it is 
true 
ring 
r ing  
tha t  Dst does not give a complete specification of the 
current, since both the nagnitude and the position of the 
current determine the perturbation experienced at  the 
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earth's surface [e.g., Akasof'u and I&I(~), particularly their 
figure 11. 
1% is also Of interest that  the  absorption at Iung Salmon 
begins t o  r e m r  while Dst values are relatively large, cer- 
tdnly much greater than the corresponding value of Dst at  the 
onset of the absorption. This effect may simply be a consequence 
of the well-known softening of the par t ic le  spectrum during the 
course of the event. 
Finally, we want to point out a practical  consequence of 
our conclusion t h a t  the College cutoff is always reduced to 
values of the order of 30 MeV or less (at l e a s t  during the 
active past of the sunspot cycle). 
good approximation, one can estimate the polar cap absorption 
expected at a polar station of zero cutoff, f r o m  observations 
made i n  and near the auroral zone, such as a t  College, Alaska, 
or = m a ,  Sweden, or  the Canadian auroral zone stations. 
Since these stations have relatively direct and easy conmunica- 
tions with the rest of the  world, they can thus continue t o  
serve i n  the  u s e m  capacity of giving early warnings that a 
major solar proton event i s  i n  progress, even t o  estimating the 
relative magnitude of t he  event. A major difficulty i n  extract- 
ing PCA data from stations i n  the auroral zone, however, remains 
one of removing the  contamination of auroral zone absorption events. 
It is apparent that t o  a 
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Location of the IGY Riometers Operated 
by the Geophysical Institute, 
University of Alaska 
Geographic 
Latitude Longitude 
mule 76'33' N 68*50iw 
B- P"31'M 156O2O'W 
Ft. Yukon 66'9" 145Ol8' W 
College 64'52'W 147"49'W 
FiWt3W72ll 62O30' N 153*52'W 
King Salmon 58'41" 1%*3'7'W 
Geomagnetic 
Latitude Longitude 
88.0' I4 L O 0  E 
68.5' N 241.25°E 7.8 
66.69"~ 257.05 'E 6.4 
64.65 OM  256 56 'E 5.5 
61.4' N 253. 42°E 4-25 
57.45"N 254.9' E 3.3 
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TABLE II 
Proton Cutoff' Energies for Different Exponential 
Rigidity Spectra and Ratios of Absorption at a 
Station t o  that  of a Station of Zero Cutoff Energy 
1.0 0 0 0 0 
.a 15 1'1 12 20 
05 23 32 17 42 
04 34 55 25 80 
.2 55 110 39 160 
dee=l?Q.la+-P.1) 
Af%er Figure 3, Bailey (2) 
Ratio 
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TABLE 111 
Proton Cutoff Energies for Different Ekponential 
Rigidity Spectra andRatios of Absorption at a 
Station to that of a Station of Zero Cutoff Energy 
P o = W M v  100 Mv 150 MV 
1 .o 
.0 
.6 
.4 
MeV 
0 
12 
22 
40 
MeV 
0 
22 
30 
70 
MeV 
0 
22 
50 
105 
.2 70 ll2 190 
Webber: Figure 9 
1 J. Geaphys Res , 6J, 5104, 19621 
I .  
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Figure 1. PCA event of March 23, 1958. 
Figure 2. P a  event of April 10, 1958. 
Figure 3. PCA went of July 7, 1958- 
figure 4. PCA event of A u g u s t  16, 1958. 
Figure 5. PCA events of August 21 and 22, 1958. 
Figure 6. PCA event of A u g u s t  26, 1958. 
w e  7. PCA event of May U, 19fi9. 
Ngure 8. PCA event of July 10, 1959. Note that  the dynamic 
range of the Thu3.e ricrmeter was about 12 db for the July 
1959 events. 
Figure 9. PCA event of July 14, 1 9 9 .  
Figure 10, PCA event of July 16, 1959. 
Figure U. Plots of the ratio C/T and corresponding Det values 
July 8-10, 1958, sharing the typical scatter of 
the ratio C/T. 
Smoothed values of C/T f o r  July 18-21, 1959. 
Smoothed d u e s  of C/T for May E-16, 1959. 
for three PCA events. 
a. 
b. 
C. 
Figure 3.2. The relation between integrsl proton in tens i ty  above 
cutoff (MeV) and the daythe  polar-cap absorption indicated 
by a 30 Mc/s riometer at locations with the indicated 
cutoffs . Four expocznti8l r igidity spectra characterized by: 
Curve1 P o = 6 5 M V  curve3 P o = 4 5 E n r  
curve2 Po= 14oMv curve4 P o = 2 8 0 M v  
Hgure 31. 
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